Abstract
Introduction
The description and representation of an image are critical to successful detection and recognition of objects in a scene. In recent years, the problem of object detection in image and video frames has been researched extensively. Deep learning models struggle in situations where data is limited, or where the application, like a medical or business system, seeks to have explainable results [28] . This paper explores a novel representation that can be used under these constraints.
For numerous applications, including biometrics, video surveillance, and advanced driving assistants, an important vision subtask is pedestrian identification. However, these detection procedures face many challenges, including varied articulate poses, appearances, lighting conditions, and complex outdoor scenes. These problems are best tackled with a robust deep learning model that encompasses a wide feature set, making it possible to distinguish humans in various conditions, including differing backgrounds and lighting setups. While deep networks have made significant progress on some detection problems, others lack the large volume of training data needed for building deep networks or require an explainable detection algorithm. Hand-crafted low-level features have been applied to various computer vision applications and returned promising and explainable results for pedestrian identification. Inspired by these results, the Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) features have since been considered advantageous in human detection [6] [33] and widely used in other applications. However, HOG discards important information about connected edges and is sensitive to object rotation/articulation. Our proposed novel solution uses normalized histograms of chain codes, which we call Chainlets, as new descriptors for detection/recognition. Experiments show it significantly outperforms HOG-based algorithms and in some applications outperforms deep networks.
Representation of an image is a significant aspect of image processing and pattern recognition. The essential characteristic of an image is captured by the shapes formed by the edges of an object. HOG captured some of that information, but HOG also fails to capture important spatial relationships about the edges of the object. In particular, HOG does not capture information about the connected aspects of the edge -the order and connection of orientation changes do not matter within the histogram.
The motivation for chainlets is to find a way to more efficiently describe an image that captures edge connect- A vector of these histograms forms the overall Chainlets representation of the ear/pedestrian. The chain codes encode more than just pixels or local edge orientation; they include connectedness and ordered changes in orientation. With the added information in a Chainlets, they are a more descriptive representation than HOG and many other simple point representations. We show Chainlets significantly improve the state-of-the-art in-ear recognition, and a simple form of them is near state of the art pedestrian detection.
edness and orientation in a way that is more invariant to translation and rotation. To do this, we build a representation of segments of the Freeman Chain Code [18] . Because of low contrast or occlusion, long edges in one image may be fragments in another, so matching long chain codes can be problematic. Therefore, to improve robustness, we build chainlets from vectors of histograms of chain codes. Figure 1 shows an overview of the process of computing Chainlets; it supports the idea that each object edge in an image can be characterized as a histogram of chain codes, where each chain code represents the direction of connected edge segments. The process starts by applying an edge detector to produce a binary edge image. We then divide the image into small regions (cells) within which we compute the histograms of the chain code representation of the edges in that cell. Chain code can be either rotation independent, through relative chain code, or rotation dependent, through absolute chain code. Each cell computes its own chain code before we combine and normalize it, after which Chainlets are formed as a vector of these histograms. For object detection/recognition, each Chainlet is used in a classifier. For simplicity, scalability, and speed, we employed a linear SVM throughout the study. Detection/recognition is done as a sliding window to match different Chainlets to parts of the image. This paper introduces Chainlets and then evaluates them on two very separate application areas with the goal of showing how general the representation is. The first application is the well-studied problem of pedestrian detection for which we evaluate on the INRIA dataset. The results show our approach is state of the art for a non-deep solution and is close to the current state-of-the-art deep network with a boosted classifier, even though our approach uses only a very simple classifier and only data from within the dataset for training.
The second evaluation uses the Unconstrained Ear Recognition Challenge (UERC) dataset from [5] [24] . That dataset is an extended version of the Annotated Web Ears (AWE) datasets gathered from the web and was used in the 2017 IJCB Ear Biometric Challenge. The experimental results show that the novel Chainlets approach achieves significantly higher recognition performance than the state-of-the-art algorithms, including multiple deep network-based approaches.
The contributions of this paper are:
1. a new, general feature descriptor, Chainlets, for object detection/recognition; 2. detailed experimental data showing Chainlets provide state-of-the-art performance in biometric ear recognition; 3. detailed experimental data showing Chainlets are near state-of-the-art performance in pedestrian detection.
Related Work
We briefly review the related work for our two different applications, pedestrian detection and ear recognition.
Pedestrian Detection
There are presently two models into which pedestrian detection can generally be grouped. One of the models is based upon handcrafted characteristics [8] [10] [17] [35] [40] while the other one is based upon the deep features [30] .
Handcrafted Models: include conventional methods extracted as either Haar [35] , HOG [6] , or HOG-LBP [37] features to train an SVM [6] or boost a classifier [8] . For instance, local intensity gradients or edge directions showed exemplary performance in detecting a pedestrian. All the top performing methods in identifying pedestrians were based on sliding windows [6] [10] [17] as each method utilized some form of gradient histograms. The recent use of gradient-orientation-based feature descriptors, such as SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transformation) [22] and HOG (Histograms of Oriented Gradients) [6] proved to be a trend in object detection. However, Dalal et al. suggested the use of HOG combined with an SVM classifier [6] . The LBP+HOG components were utilized by Wang et al. [30] to manage the partial occlusion of the pedestrian. Similarly, the context information was modeled by Chen et al. [5] through a multi-order mode. Moreover, Deformable Partbased Models (DPM) [41] [21] [17] are proposed to handle moderate pose variations, allowing the model to deal with more complex and larger variations as a mixture of templates is learned for each body part [41] [25] . From the time the Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [6] were proposed, Integral Channel Features (ICF) [10] have used three kinds of channels which are the LUV color channels and normalized gradient magnitude, as well as the histogram of oriented gradients (6 channels), proposed by Dollar et al. [10] in the ICF (referred to as ChnFtrs).
Similar channel images are employed by the Aggregated Channel Features (ACF) [8] , InformedHaar [35] , together with the SquaresChnFtrs [2] [26] does not utilize the channel images as inputs. As an alternative, the operator of spatial pooling is applied on the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) as well as on the covariance descriptor. Most of the previous methods were based on an oriented gradient, such as HOG. Another proposal feature is a Histogram of Silhouette Direction (HSD) [38] . As opposed to HOG, HSD collects histogram direction code other than oriented gradient using Freeman Chain Code [18] . The computation in this feature was only performed along the extracted silhouette rather than a sliding window over the entire image. Furthermore, utilizing adaptive background subtraction to remove motion features and directionally based feature vectors from silhouettes for recognition of human activity was proposed by [32] . Freeman Chain Code vectors were used to represent the contour information of the silhouette.
Deep Models: For improving the performance of pedestrian detection, deep learning strategies can be deployed to learn the features from raw pixels. For instance, the convolutional spare coding was employed by ConvNet [30] through unsupervised pre-trained CNNs for pedestrian detection. For improving the object proposal generation, significant effort has been expended. A selective strategy was proposed by Sande et al. [34] , in which a selective CNN used segmen- tation to generate a limited but precise set of locations. It was realized that the number of contours that were within the bounding box was indicative of the likelihood of the box having an object, hence the proposed solution of a simple box abjectness score to lead the object proposal generation. This method leads to accurate/efficient proposals( [42] ).
Ear Recognition
Ear detection and recognition technologies have been studied for many years by researchers in the field of biometric recognition, but the problem is far from solved for less constrained or unconstrained ear images. We will briefly review the related work. In [7, 1, 3] , researchers presented techniques to detect keypoint locations in ear images first, then used scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) descriptors around these keypoints. The resulting image representation is included in local descriptors that still encode the global structure of the image; in most cases, it will cause the loss of robustness to partial occlusions. Authors in [23] proposed an algorithm used to extract features for each ear based on a Gabor filter. Dense SIFT (DSIFT) [24] algorithms estimated the descriptors uniformly for every region of the image. In [29] , the local binary pattern (LBP)-based ear descriptor was computed by using a sliding window of predefined size and overlap in the horizontal and vertical direction of the LBP image. This extracted a local histogram from each subwindow. As we see in the experiments, these approaches are not competitive for unconstrained ear recognition.
Computing Chainlets
This section gives a brief outline of our feature extraction strategies which are summarized in Figure 2 . We briefly describe its edge detection methods, including L2-HYS (Lowe-style clipped L2 norm) block normalization. For simplicity of presentation, we consider only a block spacing stride of 8 pixels (hence, 4-fold coverage of each cell), a 64 × 128 detection window, and a linear SVM classifier for final classification. For this paper, we presume 16 × 16 pixel blocks of four 8×8 pixel cells combined with L2-norm block normalization. These parameters provide good performance for both ear and pedestrian classification.
The core idea of our method is that an object's appearance and shape can be well described by the density of relative chain codes, which encode rotation-invariant edge detection. The idea is related to that of HOG, but uses longer, connected edges and provides a richer, rotation-invariant description of edge orientation. In general, Chainlets can also use absolute chain codes, which are not rotation invariant, for problems where rotation invariance is not desired, such as in pedestrian detection.
Chain Code Histogram
Our core features are based on chain codes, which are computed from edge images. The Freeman Chain Code [26] or more commonly just called the chain code is a well-studied and widely used notation for recording the orientation of an edge and connecting a list of edge points along a contour. The chain code specifies contour direction for each connection along the edge, with directions quantized into one of the eight directions. We proceed counter-clockwise around the contour, beginning at the first edge. The direction to the next edge is specified using one of the eight chain codes, e.g., moving right is labeled 0, moving up and to the right is 1, moving up is 2, moving left is 3, etc. The direction in the chain code for the 8 neighbors of the edge is depicted in Figure 1 (b) and (c) and can also be seen in Figure 3 .
Translation invariance and, in some situations, rotation invariance are two advantages of chain code representations. Chain codes can be further divided into two types: absolute and relative. In relative chain codes, the eight-directional coding system is based on the relative directions, i.e. the change from the directional code of the preceding line segment [27] , producing a rotation invariant representation. Absolute chain code depends on the edge orientation in the image, which gives different codes for a rotated version of shapes, and the approximate rotation can be estimated by the label shifts between two absolute chain code-based Chainlets histograms.
In pedestrian identification, the people are almost always upright, and thus one does not expect much variation in orientation, so absolute chain code is more appropriate than relative chain code. Not surprisingly, our experimental evaluation found absolute chain codes do better for pedestrian detection. For ear recognition, it is unclear if rotational invariance is important as ears are reasonably well aligned but less so than upright pedestrians. Both relative and absolute chain codes were evaluated, and relative chain codes improved the ear recognition performance about 8% for Rank-1.
A chain code histogram calculates the frequency of occurrence of each of the 8-directions, which reflects the shape of the object. We note for both relative and absolute chain codes that the direction of traversal of the edge will matter, but when seen in different images, however, we cannot assure the direction of traversal is the same for matching, so we do a bi-directional traversal of each edge, adding both sets of labels to the chain code histogram. This results in a representation that is independent of the end used for computing the absolute chain code.
In Figure 3 , we show examples using bi-directional chaincode on an image of a pedestrian, comparing absolute and relative chain codes. In Image 1 (left), the absolute CCH [0 
Ear Biometric Recognition
Biometrics is a fast-evolving technology that focuses on identifying or verifying people based on their physical or behavioral characteristics. The rich structure of an ear combined with its stability over time makes it innately suited for biometrics and person recognition.
In this paper, our primary experiment evaluated Chainlets on ear recognition. Evaluation of this approach is done against the most recent descriptor-based methods proposed in this area. This approach is also tested by taking part in an international competition. The Unconstrained Ear Recognition Challenge (UERC) dataset from the University of Ljubljana, Slovenia (an extended version of the Annotated Web Ears (AWE) datasets) gathered from the web is used for evaluation.
Ear Recognition Datasets and Protocols
This dataset is used in the 2017 IJCB Ear Biometric Challenge [15] . We test our approach on the UERC Dataset which has been provided by the University of Ljubljana, Slovenia [5] [33] , containing a total of 9,500 ear images. The training set consists of 2,304 images of 166 subjects, Descriptor-based (uniform LBPs) VGG-base VGG network trained solely on the UERC training data broken down as 1,500 annotated images (150 subjects) and all unannotated images (788 subjects). The test set is 9,500 images of 3,540 subjects: 1,800 unannotated images (180 subjects) and all unannotated impostor images (7,700 images of 3,360 subjects). The dataset contains images of left and right ears. During the training, images are labeled with various annotations, such as the level of occlusion, rotation (yaw, roll and pitch angles), the presence of accessories, gender, and so on. The ear recognition competition uses a standard biometric comparison protocol: use 7,442 probe images and compare them with 9,500 gallery images to compute a score comparison matrix. Labels are provided for the development set. The test set is not labeled, and evaluation is done by providing the score matrices to the competition organizers who evaluate the results.
There are two types of experimental protocols for the dataset to enable comparisons of techniques evaluated on the dataset: protocols for identification experiments (i.e., onevs-many) and protocols for verification experiments (i.e., one-vs-one). For both types of protocols, the data is divided into a development set that contains 60% of all images and a test set that contains the remaining 40% of images. We use a 5-fold cross-validation procedure on the development set to train potential background models, subspaces, or classifiers, and then apply the trained models on the (hold-out) test set for evaluation. Following [12] , the metric used for identification experiments is Cumulative Match-score Curve (CMC) and for verification experiments, Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve.
Ear Recognition Results
The experiments followed the protocol, whereby the participants did not have ground truth. We were provided images and we provided our scores to the evaluators that computed the results. The experimental results, displayed in Table  2 , show that the Chainlets approach achieves significantly higher recognition performance than previous the state-ofthe-art algorithms. To remove the distraction of the non-ear, most earrecognition algorithms segment out the ear with preprocessing. Our approach starts with a preprocessing procedure (illustrated in Figure 4 ) aimed at detecting the ear region in the image and masking away the rest. With the preprocessing procedure, the input image is first converted to gray-scale and resized to 100 × 100 pixels. Next, contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization is applied for contrast enhancement, and a binary version of the image is produced through intensity thresholding. Morphological operations, such as dilation and opening, are employed to remove noise and to further accentuate the structural information of the ear. The processed binary image is analyzed and the largest connected region is selected as the ear mask, which is used to exclude all background pixels from the image that could adversely affect the descriptor computation procedure. Color segmentation focusing on skin-tone values in the HSV color model is used to remove any accessories-such as earrings-that remain in the image. The result of this procedure is a clean region-of-interest, see the right most image of Figure 4 .
While we did initial evaluation and parameter tuning using the development data provided with the dataset, the labels of the test data are sequestered. We provided the competition organizers a score matrix to be analyzed. What we report in Table 2 is the result computed by the Unconstrained Ear Recognition Challenge (UERC) competition organizers, see [14] for details and descriptions of the various algorithms. For a comparison using HOG and DSIFT, we are reporting the results based on the implementation Figure 4 . Illustration of the ear preprocessing procedure (from left to right): the input image, the computed binary ear mask, the masked input image, the input image without accessories and occlusions. The preprocessing aims at removing non-ear regions that could adversely affect the descriptor computation process. from Emersic et al. [13] , with performance as reported in [14] . We note that, while not shown, other representations such as LPB, patterns of oriented edge magnitudes (POEM) [36] [15] and binarized statistical images features BSIF [19] [29], perform even worse than HOG.
We note the competition includes both generic VGG features (VGG-baseline) and fine-tuned VGG networks (IAU, IITK, ITU I), a Deformable model with fine-tuned InceptionResnet(ICL), as well as algorithms that combined fine-tuned deep networks with LBP (ITU II). Despite multiple research groups adapting different types of deep architectures, chainlets outperformed them, which may be because of the more limited amount of training data available for fine-tuning. But when compared to other features such as HOG, we contend that chainlets are superior because they explicitly represented more connectedness of the edges and did so in a more rotationally invariant manner. As is denoted in Table 2 and Figure 5 , the novel chainlet algorithm very significantly outperformed the other algorithms -including all deep network based algorithms and other baselines such as HOG and Dense SIFT.
Pedestrian Experiments
The second application of Chainlets is for pedestrian detection and recognition.
Pedestrian Datasets and Protocols
We test our approach on the INRIA dataset [16] , which provides examples of humans in varied postures, with different appearances, under very diverse lighting conditions, and with varied backgrounds. The training set contains 1,208 pedestrian samples (2,416 including left-right reflections) and 1,218 pedestrian-free images. The testing set contains 563 pedestrian samples (1,126 including left-right reflections) and 453 pedestrian-free images.
The training of the full-body Chainlets detector used 12,180 randomly selected negative samples from INRIA's negative training images (10 samples for each image) for use in the negative training set. A bootstrapping process was used to collect hard false positive samples from the negative training images for use in the negative training set and to retrain the detector. The pedestrian detection system was then tested on INRIA's dataset with more than 2,000,000 negative test samples and 1,216 positive samples. The detection performance is evaluated by plotting the Detection Error Trade-off (DET) curves on a log-log scale of miss rate vs. False Positives Per Window (FPPW). The detection performance is evaluated with a miss rate at 10 −4 false positives per window.
Pedestrian Experimental Results
Our pedestrian experiments were evaluated on two established methodologies: per-window and per-image. The perwindow approach is illustrated in Figure 3 and explained in Section 4. This approach is comprised of evaluating our descriptor under the effects of various parameters using metrics shown in previous figures, as well as in sections 5.2 and 5.3. We use the standard miss rate at 10 −4 % FPPW to compare the effects that the various parameters have on our descriptor.
The per-image approach explained in Figure 5 uses bounding boxes on a per-image basis in which an image is inserted, and a list of bounding boxes with a given confidence is output. In this approach, the detector scans the image via a sliding-window and then clusters the detections with NMS. The metrics for this method are outlined in section 5. We plot two metrics against each other, Miss Rate vs. False Positives per Image (FPPI), in a log-log scale in which lower curves indicate better performance. We use the miss rate of 1 FPPI as a common reference point to compare results with the state-of-the-art results proposed in [32] . Recently, [27] proposed spatial pooling (Sp-Cov) features. At the time of their publication, the spatial pooling method achieves state-of-the-art for non-deep methods results on the INRIA test set with a miss rate of 11.2%. Our Chainlet-based algorithm achieves 10.4%, making it state of the art for non-deep methods, and it outperforms multiple deep methods.
The current state of the art for pedestrian classification uses R-CNN-based regional proposal network (RPN) combined with a boosted forest classifier [39] . Standalone, the deep representation from VGG-16 with RPNs does not perform at state-of-the-art levels, e.g., the optimized standalone RPN has a miss rate of 14.9% on CalTech pedestrian while a VGG-16, RPN, and Fast-RCNN improves to 13.1%. However, that paper also showed that by combining 1,000 proposals from the RPN using a boosted-forest tree classifier, they could reduce the error to 9.6%. For the INRIA pedestrian dataset, the combined RPN+BF with feature selection optimized on the test set has the state-of-the-art performance at 6.9%. This suggests that for pedestrians, it is important to consider both feature representations and the techniques to combat weak proposals via a boosting classifier, where the latter can significantly improve performance. Chainlets may well be the state-of-the-art representation, but the BF is a better classifier than a simple linear SVM. Future work will evaluate how well we can do using a boosted-forest classifier with Chainlets.
Abalation Analysis
The chainlet approach has multiple important subcomponents; the edge detectors, the normalization, the classifiers, as well as some system parameters. The following subsections use pedestrian detection as an example and provide a basic analysis of the impact of choices in these algorithm elements/parameters.
Chainlet Vector & Block Normalization
Given the chain code histograms for each cell, we need to combine many of them to form a Chainlet and normalize that vector to describe the overall object. Normalization helps address changes in scale as well as edge density.
For the task of pedestrian detection in the INRIA dataset [4] , the detection window of 128 × 64 pixels is divided into 8 × 16 rectangular local spatial regions called cells, and groups of 2 × 2 adjacent cells are called blocks, which are illustrated in Figures 1(b) and 1(c) . The blocks overlap by one cell providing an over complete representation with 105 blocks, and generating a 3,360-dimensional row vector. Then we go further by using larger 3 × 3 cells, which produce a 152-dimensional row vector with cells measuring 6 × 6 pixels. This final step generates a 10,944-dimensional row vector. Using larger cells improves the pedestrian detection performance by 0.2% at 10 −4 FPPW but larger cells also increase computation times.
For the task of ear recognition in an extended version of the Annotated Web Ears (AWE) dataset, the cropped ear image of 100 × 100 pixels, is divided into 8 × 16 rectangular local spatial regions called cells and groups of 2 × 2 adjacent cells called blocks. The blocks overlap by one cell, creating an over complete 121 block field, which generates a 3,872-dimensional row vector for a Chainlet. We can also consider larger blocks using 3 × 3 cells, which produce 196-dimensional vectors per cell for an overall 14112-dimensional row vector for the Chainlet. Using the larger cell improves Rank-1 ear recognition performance by about 2% while slightly slowing down computation.
Experiments, summarized in Figure 7 (a), found that L2-norm and L1-sqrt both perform well, while simple L1-norm reduces performance by 3.2%, and omitting normalization entirely (the red + which makes a very fat line), reduces Rank-1 by 15%.
Edge Detection
Edge detection is a critical pre-processing stage for Chainlet extraction. We analyzed numerous detectors such as the well-known Canny edge detection [8] , Structure Edges (SE) [11] , and Generalized Boundary (GB) detection [20] . Edge detectors impact performance, and we studied them extensively for pedestrian detection, see Fig. 7(b) . Moving from the Canny Algorithm to the Generalized Boundary Detector improves the performance in pedestrian detection by 1.4% at 10 −4 FPPW. Using SE, the performance is further improved from the Generalized Boundary Detector but by 0.6% at 10 −4 FPPW. Recently, Shen et al. [31] introduced a new deep contourbased edge detection approach, and our testing shows it significantly improved the results for Chainlets. The deep contour method proposed in [31] is based on CNNs and their ability to regress the contours of an image accurately. The deep contour algorithm first defines hundreds of edge subclasses, after which the goal becomes predicting whether an input patch belongs to an edge subclass or the non-edge class. Ensemble classification scores can accomplish the final binary task. This method runs fast on a GPU but is somewhat expensive on a CPU. Using deep contours as the basis for Chainlets slightly improves the performance over SE, by 0.25% at 10 −4 FPPW.
Classifier
Throughout this paper, we use a linear kernel SVM as the classifier for both detection and recognition. It is trained with the default soft margin (C = 0.1) using the Liblinear library, which is a fast SVM library for large-scale problems. Liblinear does well with the large, dense Chainlet descriptor vectors. As part of the ablation study, we considered the classifier and in Figure 7 (c), we show the comparison of the default linear SVM classifier vs an RBF-SVM for the INRIA pedestrian detection problem. The RBF-SVM is much slower but increases the accuracy by about 1%, still not quite enough to make it state of the art, but it does suggest that better classifiers on top of chainlets can further enhance performance. This further supports that combining chainlets with the BF classifier from [39] should improve accuracy.
Region Proposal & Sliding Window
Sliding-window based detection methods achieved encouraging performance on human recognition. However, they are often considered unfeasible for real-time operation due to their enormous cost in regards to both resources and computation. To overcome these issues, we propose the use of region selection methods such as EdgeBoxes [42] , which can reduce classification time. EdgeBoxes were initially outlined and implemented by Zitnick and Dollar [42] . Their MAT-LAB library is available to output bounding boxes using the EdgeBox method. Instead of only looking at pixels, the EdgeBox method first determines the edge locations within the images and then groups these edges together with images of similar orientations. Following this, it forms bounding boxes around each of the edge groups. Practically, in each candidate detected window, a Chainlets descriptor will be extracted and proceed to classification to check whether it contains the pedestrian. Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) merge any overlapping windows. Figure 7 (d) shows the performance gain using EdgeBox over sliding windows.
Deformable Parts Model
When dealing with an articulated object, a more flexible formulation of the template can be important. The deformable parts model (DPM) using HOG was shown to be a good model for pedestrians [17] . DPM allows better handling of the articulated parts, and it has been used with HOG features for many detection problems. The idea behind deformable parts is representing an object model using a lower-resolution root template, in addition to a set of spatially flexible, high-resolution, part templates. Each part captures the local appearance properties of an object, and the deformations are characterized by links connecting the parts. While Chainlets "orientation" data might allow for a more restricted orientation specialized extension of DPM, for direct comparison in our testing, we use the original DPM code. We intentionally only change the underlying local features and keep everything else identical in our own implementation of the standard sliding window detection framework, following the DPM model of [17] . The major change with local features is exchanging HOG arrays for Chainlets vectors. In Figure 7 (d), the analysis demonstrates that pedestrian DPM improves performance for chainlets; DPM+chainlets is better than basic chainlets with sliding windows, which is an improvement upon DPM+HOG. However, DPM was not as effective as EdgeBoxes [42] . DPM was not evaluated for ear recognition, as nothing is expected to move or deform.
Conclusions
This paper introduced a new representation, Chainlets, and showed its effectiveness for both pedestrian detection and biometric ear recognition. As shown through the use of locally normalized, relative Chain Code Histogram features in a dense overlapping grid, Chainlets provide good results for pedestrian detection, improving the performance compared with other hand-crafted descriptors and sets a new state-of-the-art benchmark for biometric ear recognition.
For pedestrian detection, Chainlets were a powerful representation, but the current state of the art combines deep features with a faster R-CNN and a boosted classifier. Future work will explore if combining these boosted classifiers with Chainlets can provide even better performance.
While this paper focused on the use of Chainlets for pedestrian detection and ear recognition, we believe that they have significant potential for use in other applications as well. In addition to providing state-of-the-art results, Chainlets also provide an explainable representation. As an extension of HOG, templates can be created and used anywhere HOG features were used, e.g., in a DPM model. While deep networks are revolutionizing some aspects of vision, there is still a need for explainable feature descriptions as well as the ability to develop models with only a modest amount of training data. Chainlets provide a step forward in solving these problems.
